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[START OF TRANSCRIPT] 

Operator: Thank you for standing by and welcome to the Fortescue Metals Group September 2023 Quarterly 

Production Report. All participants are in a listen only mode. There will be a presentation followed by a 

question and answer session. If you wish to ask a question, you will need to press the star key, followed by 

the number one on your telephone keypad. I would now like to hand the conference over to Mr Dino Otranto, 

Fortescue Metals CEO. Please go ahead. 

Dino Otranto: Welcome, everyone. Thank you for joining us today for Fortescue’s quarterly results. With me 

is Mark Hutchinson, Fortescue Energy CEO and Apple Paget, Fortescue Metals Acting CFO. Hutch, great to 

have you on the line from Singapore today. Wasn’t long ago we were on the road together buddy.  

Mark Hutchinson: Thanks Dino and good morning everybody. It’s true we’re in separate places today but 

Dino and I spent a lot of time together over the last few months. In particular we've been on the road speaking 

with investors across the world about the progress we're making on our journey to become an integrated 

green metals and energy business. We've held meetings in New York, London and across Australia and it's 

been great to meet many of you on the call here today during those meetings and we're both looking forward 

to seeing you all again in the near future.  

We've talked at length about our decarbonisation targets and progress we're making and the innovations our 

teams are developing, and the last couple of days here in Singapore, I’ve had the opportunity to see a great 

example of that innovation in practice because I viewed the Fortescue’s Green Pioneer, our proof-of-concept 

green ammonia vessel. Along with some really wonderful marine engineers, our team has spent about the 

last 18 months developing technology capable of safely running on green ammonia and other renewable 

fuels for shipping. 

In Singapore we have the world's first ship being commissioned to run on green ammonia, very exciting. 

Shipping is a huge challenge to everybody, including us, and a carbon free alternative is going to be a 

massive game changer. So Dino, you've also seen some green tech we have developed over the last couple 

of weeks.  

Dino Otranto: Thanks, Hutch, great to have you from Singapore, mate. I certainly have seen some of that 

tech in action. A week ago, we hosted a tour of our iron ore operations in the Pilbara, for investors, analysts 
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and banking partners. As part of that we were able to unveil our fantastic battery electric truck, Roadrunner. 

For the very first time, we were able to see it running in action. Our zero emission fleet will be a game changer 

for us.  

It was great to be able to watch it in action with a bunch of very interested audience members. We received 

really positive feedback on our progress with decarbonising our operations, as well as on the value of our 

Iron Bridge magnetite operations.  

Before I turn to today's results, for those who have been on these calls in the past, you know about our CEO 

for a Day program where we have aspiring leaders work with our leadership team to learn about the business.  

Today, I'd like to welcome Tyron Cranston, who joins us as CEO for a Day. I’ve known Tyron now for a few 

years. A Kaurareg man, Tyron started his Fortescue journey in 2016 and is currently a Drill and Blast 

Supervisor at our Solomon operations. Tyron has been recognised for his leadership integrity and for being 

a positive role model to his team and our First Nations people. Tyron is a first class individual and we're very 

fortunate to have you in the team. Welcome Tyron.  

Tyron Cranston: Thanks, Dino. I just want to firstly thank yourself and everyone in the room today to let me 

be a part of the September Quarterly Results and see how you deliver them. Thanks, mate. 

Dino Otranto: Thanks, Tyron. So now on to our results. Fortescue’s focus on operating excellence continues 

to drive strong results across our key metrics of safety, volume and cost, with another solid quarter.  

Our Total Recordable Injury Frequency Rate for Metals was 1.8, demonstrating our unwavering commitment 

to ensuring everyone goes home safely after every shift. First quarter iron ore shipments totalled 45.9 million 

tonnes, three per cent lower than the prior corresponding period and in line with Q1 FY22. This saw us reach 

the milestone of two billion tonnes since we were established 20 years ago, a testament to the hard work and 

extraordinary efforts to the entire team.  

An update on Iron Bridge where commissioning activities are progressing very well, and it was great to see 

the Concentrate Handling Facility at Port Hedland in its final stages of commissioning while hosting our 

investors on site. Following our first shipment in August, we're gearing up for our second shipment imminently.  

You have seen that we've updated our Iron Bridge guidance earlier this month with shipments for FY24 of 

approximately 5 million tonnes. We're working really hard to commission the remainder of the plant and 

infrastructure and we’re absolutely focused on the safe and efficient ramp up to nameplate within the 24 

months we have guided for.  

Moving on to the Belinga Iron Ore Project in Gabon. We've had very positive engagement with the new 

Government who have shown continued strong support for the project.  
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The early stage mine development is progressing well and we're on track for our first shipment by the end of 

this calendar year, which is a phenomenal milestone in six short months. We've been learning a lot about the 

road, the transportation corridor, to the point where we're now pivoting to focus on an expedited exploration 

campaign on the ore body. I'll be traveling to Gabon soon, meeting with the new Government and I can’t wait 

to see the progress on the ground.  

On exploration more broadly, we're committed to pursuing opportunities globally, with capex for exploration 

studies totalling US$59 million during the quarter.  

On our other key growth area, decarbonisation, I continue to be impressed by the progress being made. As 

I mentioned earlier, the testing of Roadrunner, our battery electric haul truck, is going really well and we're 

gaining a lot of insights and learnings on how this technology will be performing in real life conditions in the 

Pilbara.  

Roadrunner reinforces for us the success of the Fortescue WAE battery technology that will be integrated 

into the T264 trucks that we are already receiving from Liebherr. We actually received our first diesel electric 

trucks last week at our Eliwana mine site. We're continuing to work in parallel on a green hydrogen fuel cell 

haul truck, and we'll be launching that in this same operating mine very soon.  

Finally, just last week our ammonia locomotive achieved its first banking run. What’s a banking run? It means 

pushing a loaded train uphill for 100 kilometres. This first pass was achieved using 40 per cent substitution 

for diesel with ammonia, which is an incredible achievement, again in such short time. These examples 

demonstrate the strong progress being made on delivering on our Real Zero commitment by 2030. On that 

note, I'll hand over to Apple to talk a bit more about the finances.  

Apple Paget: Thanks, Dino and hi, everyone. It is my absolute privilege to serve as the Acting CFO of Metals. 

For those of you who I have not yet met, I have 25 years of experience in finance, and before joining Fortescue 

I spent most of my career at multinational resource and energy companies, including most recently 

TotalEnergies and ConocoPhillips.  

Turning to the quarter, the average revenue for Pilbara Hematite was US$100 per tonne, representing 87 per 

cent of the average Platts 62% Index. This is consistent with the prior quarter and it's the fifth consecutive 

quarter where our portfolio has achieved a realisation of 85 per cent or higher.  

As you've heard, we had our first shipment of Iron Bridge Concentrate, which achieved revenue of US$131 

per tonne or 104 per cent of the Platts 65% Index in the quotational period.  

We continue to see strong demand for our portfolio products. This is supported by pig iron production rates, 

low steel margins and low inventories through the steel supply chain in China. China's steel demand has 

remained resilient, and stability of economic growth remains a priority for the Government.  
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Now moving to costs, our Pilbara Hematite C1 was US$17.93 per tonne in Q1, that’s up one per cent year 

on year, and two per cent quarter on quarter. Our FY24 C1 guidance is unchanged at a range of US$18.00 

to US$19.00 per tonne, at the guided FX rate of A$0.68.  

On Iron Bridge, we continue to anticipate Fortescue’s share of operating costs before royalties and shipping 

of approximately US$400 million in FY24.  

Turning now to the balance sheet, cash on hand at 30 September 2023 was US$3.1 billion, which compares 

to US$4.3 billion at 30 June 2023. That's after outflows in the quarter of US$2 billion for the payment of the 

final dividend and US$764 million of capital expenditure.  

Gross debt at 30 September 2023 was unchanged at US$5.3 billion, meaning net debt was US$2.2 billion. 

Central and core to our capital allocation framework is a commitment to a strong balance sheet and clearly 

we have balance sheet capacity to fund future growth.  

We remain on track to meet our FY24 guidance, and delivering consistent performance and being transparent 

is really important to me and a critical part of Fortescue’s track record. With that, I'll now hand over to Hutch 

for an update on Fortescue Energy.  

Mark Hutchinson: Thank you, Apple. I'm joining you today from Singapore and I've been in Korea this week 

talking to potential customers. Today I wanted to talk briefly on our progress over the quarter, but first I want 

to welcome Deb Caudle, our Fortescue Energy CFO to the team.  

Deb has spent 24 years in the mining and finance sector, including recently OZ Minerals and Soc Gen. She 

joins us at a very important time and is already playing a vital role in ensuring we are well placed to progress 

our first projects to the Board. I look forward to working closely with Deb to deliver our green energy strategy.  

So, to our green technology capabilities, and specifically Fortescue WAE. Early this month we opened a new 

technical innovation centre in Kidlington in the UK. The Kidlington facility will focus on the technical 

development, testing and prototype production of batteries and zero emission powertrains. With the capability 

to test up to 500 battery systems each year, the facility is a really important step in both expanding our 

electrification expertise and commercialisation of the technology and decarbonisation that we're developing.  

The facility will also be a clear working example of the vertical integration of our business. Some of the first 

batteries designed at the Kidlington site will be those used to power the 240 tonne mining haul trucks that 

Dino just spoke about.  

That is just the start. In the new year, we will set up a major manufacturing facility in the UK at Banbury. The 

facility and the factory will cover over 13,500 square metres and employ over 120 highly skilled engineers, 

technicians, apprenticeships, and graduates. This will significantly expand our battery and electric powertrain 

production operations with a focus on the off-road sector, which includes both mining haul trucks and trains.  
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Staying with green technology, I will now turn to Fortescue Hydrogen Systems, our electrolyser business. 

Over the quarter we continued to advance our own electrolyser stacks, both in terms of production capability 

and research and development. I'm pleased to confirm that we have now received third party verification of 

our own Fortescue electrolyser stack data through TÜV Rheinland.  

Results on density, efficiency and durability were all above market standards for our first 1MW PEM system. 

We are already manually producing these at our Gladstone facility and our automated manufacturing line is 

on track for installation next month.  

We will continue to be thoughtful about how we best build value for shareholders, not just on the production 

side but also on the technology side. As I said before, the demand for electrolysers globally over the next few 

years will be enormous and it will certainly outweigh supply. So we are ensuring we limit our supply chain 

risk by developing our own technology.  

Fortescue's electrolysers will be used across our pipeline of projects, but we will do this in conjunction with 

other OEMs and the likes of Plug and Electric Hydrogen. We will continue to research, manufacture, source 

and invest in new electrolyser technologies across the world to give us the best possible competitive position.  

Now to projects. We continue to work on a good number of projects to take to a Final Investment Decision. 

We do remain on track to put projects forward across our portfolio for consideration by the Board by the end 

of the calendar year. We are finalising approvals and procuring power agreements, including the Genex PPA 

we recently announced for our Gibson Island project to underpin our key projects.  

We are also in advanced discussions with offtake partners, including in Asia, and we are in advanced 

discussion with Governments in Australia and around the world about project funding. To this, in the US we 

were recently selected by the Department of Energy Office of Clean Energy Demonstrations, the OCED and 

their development in the Pacific Northwest Hydrogen Hub.  

On our projects, as we mentioned before, we aim for double digit returns and we do believe that 

environmental outcomes and financial outcomes can actually be achieved through what we're doing. We're 

confident that projects will help advance the world's green energy transition and provide returns for our 

investors.  

We hope to have more details for you in the coming weeks and on that note, we will now move to the Q&A 

part of the call and I'll pass it back to Ashleigh, our operator. Thank you. 

Operator: Thank you. If you wish to ask a question, please press star one on your telephone and wait for 

your name to be announced. If you wish to cancel your request, please press star two. If you are on a 

speakerphone, please pick up the handset to ask your question. In the interests of time, we ask that you 

please limit to two questions per person. You may press star one again to rejoin the queue if you'd like to ask 
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further questions. Your first question comes from Rahul Anand with Morgan Stanley, Australia. Please go 

ahead. 

Rahul Anand: (Morgan Stanley) Hi team. Good morning. Thanks for the call. Two from me. Firstly Iron 

Bridge. Just wanted to get a bit of colour in terms of when we can start to see some real updates around the 

operating performance and operating cost for the project going forward and where it settles. In addition, how 

should we think about the pricing there that you're able to achieve as well? So a bit more colour on, I guess, 

profitability. That's the first one.  

Then the second, obviously your five projects for FID by the end of the year. Again, limited detail available 

there and appreciate you're looking at a few things but what's made the short list, what type of returns are 

you seeing in that short list? At least to give us some kind of colour around returns we can expect once any 

of these projects go ahead where you can maybe give us an average across your short list in terms of the 

returns profile. That's my two. Thanks. 

Dino Otranto: Thanks Rahul. Why don't I take the first one, Dino here, and I'll hand over to Hutch to talk 

about the FIDs. So recently we've guided life of operation costs Rahul of US$45 a tonne, and a US$7 capex 

number you can plug into your model.  

Next year as we get more sustainable production closer to nameplate, we'll give you more detailed guidance 

for the two year period. Hutch? 

Mark Hutchinson: Yes, thanks Rahul. So on the shortlist we've talked about before, we've got a global 

portfolio we are working with. We have projects in the United States, Norway, Kenya, Brazil and Australia, 

which we're working on and we will take that shortlist to the Board by the end of the year. On returns, the 

Board, as we talked about before, has given us a double digit return target to aim for and I can say we're 

looking good, so I really hope that we can get to that target, ready for the Board in the next few weeks. 

Operator: Your next question comes from Paul Young with Goldman Sachs. Please go ahead. 

Paul Young: (Goldman Sachs) Thanks, yes morning, Dino, Mark, and Apple. Hope you're well. First 

question for you, Dino, just on Iron Bridge. I noticed you've given some additional operating data there, so 

thanks for that. Just on the waste movements and the strip profile, I notice that the strips are a bit above three 

at the moment. Life of mine is 0.6. That's probably normal as you build up your mining rates and your run of 

mine stockpile. So are those movements being capitalised or are they actually included in the US$400 million 

opex guidance? 

Dino Otranto: Paul, thanks for the question. First comment would be, I wouldn't read too much into the early 

indications. We just wanted to get some data out there and start reporting consistent with our current 

operations in hematite. The majority of the pre-strip was capitalised. So what you are seeing there in the table 

will be costs that will be incurred now that we've transitioned now into operations. 
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Paul Young: (Goldman Sachs) Okay, so that's therefore included in the US$400 million. So that's helpful. 

Thank you. The second question may be for Mark just on Gibson Island. It seems like it's probably the first 

cab off the rank. What I'd like to know is as far as offtake timing and ARENA funding and JV partners, et 

cetera - I know you're working through all that at the moment, but as far as funding and JV partners and 

offtake, will that come after FID because of the due diligence that's required by those partners to complete 

before they get involved? 

Mark Hutchinson: Yes, so look, we're working very hard on all the things you just mentioned, and obviously 

as we get through FID, they will firm up and we're working with each of those to make sure we bring those 

home but so far so good. 

Operator: Your next question comes from Kaan Peker with RBC. Please go ahead. 

Kaan Peker: (RBC) Morning, Dino, Mark and Apple. Two questions for me. One really on pricing for the 

magnetite, four per cent premium to a 65 Index. Good outcome, but I thought this was meant to be around 

the six per cent premium after grade adjustment. So maybe if you can give us an understanding what the 

difference is given that grade was to spec, moisture and silica. Thanks and I'll circle back with the second.  

Dino Otranto: Thanks Kaan. I've got Vivienne here who heads up our Sales and Marketing function. Viv, do 

you want to maybe give some commentary? 

Vivienne Tieu: Yes, thanks Kaan for your question. So the pricing of the Iron Bridge product is an iron 

adjusted 65 Index based pricing plus a dollar per tonne premium or discount, which reflects how the market 

is trading at that time. So last time when I gave this update, it was an iron adjusted 65 Index plus a US$6 per 

tonne premium, which is where the market was trading at the time. I hope that clarifies it. That's based on 

October pricing obviously. 

Kaan Peker: (RBC) Sure thanks. The second one is around capex spend. Just noting that the run rate is 

towards the bottom end of guidance. Obviously there's a currency tailwind but is there more capex to be 

spent that's second half weighted?  

Apple Paget: Kaan, thank you. Our capex guidance of US$2.8 billion to US$3.2 billion remains unchanged. 

The US$764 million spend is across not just Metals but Metals and Energy and we're going to see some 

phasing of that. We are absolutely anticipating to remain on track to be in that US$2.8 billion to US$3.2 billion 

for Metals and the US$400 million for Energy. 

Operator: Your next question comes from Lyndon Fagan with JP Morgan. Please go ahead. 

Lyndon Fagan: (JP Morgan) Thanks very much and good morning. Hutch, you're sounding very upbeat on 

the five projects, which we're all waiting for. I'm wondering if you can maybe give us a sense of the total capex 
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involved with those five projects? I guess I'm trying to figure out how much your capex guidance could be 

revised once we get to FID for that stuff. Thanks Hutch.  

I just had a quick one for Apple. Looks like the tax payments were pretty low in the quarter. I'm wondering if 

you can give us a sense of the catch up tax payment that usually comes through in the December quarter? 

Thanks.  

Mark Hutchinson: Yes, thanks Lyndon. Let me go first, the projects are quite varied actually in size. So of 

the ones that we will bring finally, I think we will land on that over the next few weeks on which ones will be 

taken. Some have a larger capex than others, so I'm not going to pre-empt the Board of which ones they will 

approve.  

We'll come out with what that capex looks like as soon as we get through FID. For the calendar  

year - sorry for the financial year this year, it probably doesn't make a massive amount of difference. As we 

get through FID we've got a lot of work then to get to financial close obviously, but we'll let you know as soon 

as we get through those discussions. 

Apple Paget: Lyndon, I'll take your second question. Look, our tax payment is instalments every month and 

we do a catch up or true up when we do the final tax return. Maybe your concern or worry is over our cash 

balance and how you reconcile that. So we've got the US$2 billion payment for our dividend. We've got that 

US$764 capex that we talked about. Then you've got some taxes in there and then there'll be some working 

capital to get back to that cash balance of US$3.1 billion. 

Operator: Your next question comes from Lachlan Shaw with UBS. Please go ahead. 

Lachlan Shaw: (UBS) Morning guys. Thank you for your time. So I just wanted to start by asking a question 

for Hutch. Can you just walk us through the logic behind the deal with Plug Power for 550MW of PEM 

electrolysers for Gibson Island?  

Then I suppose related to work that you're doing with them, MoUs on JV in some of the deals, some of the 

projects in the US. I suppose the context is, I do note you had a deal with Plug that you pulled out of back in 

January, so I'm just wondering what's changed there to see you doing a new updated deal with Plug.  

Mark Hutchinson: Look, great question. We always said that the relationship was very strong. Not all the 

press took it that way, but we've had an ongoing good relationship with Plug. We decided to go our own way 

last year and strategically we both agreed that was the right thing to do.  

Our plan has always been – we want to make sure we secure our supply chain, so we will always maintain 

good relationships with all the OEMs and we will also develop our own electrolyser stacks. The team has got 

to compete, right? So I think the best thing for shareholders is to make sure that our team has the best 

technology. So we will make sure that our team competes with the technology.  
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On Plug, we've been talking to them about Gibson Island for some time. So as we've spec'd in the technology, 

they've been very involved in that process. It doesn't mean we're not going to use our own technology for 

later projects. We're keeping those in bay to some extent for the Headstart. We will put some applications for 

the Headstart over the next few weeks, which will include our electrolyser technology. 

We are also still going through the testing of that again. So look, we will use other electrolysers around the 

world on those first five projects specifically. They're going to be used - they'll have technology from all over 

the world.  

On the USA discussions, look, our view is on this that it’s the new world of green hydrogen that’s really the 

competition of fossil fuels. What we've got to do collectively as an industry is to make sure that we work 

closely together to promote projects, to promote the industry. So Plug have done a few transactions in the 

US which are of interest to us and vice versa.  

The ones we're looking at they’re interested in being part of that as well. So I think it's just developing the 

relationship with them. They're a big player in the US market and they're going to continue to be a good 

partner for us going forward. 

Lachlan Shaw: (UBS) Great. That's really helpful. Thank you. Then the second question for me, maybe one 

for Dino. So just in reference to the agreement with the PKKP Group on co-development. Can you just talk 

to what's your objective from that agreement and how will it change the way that you develop and bring 

reserves through the mine plan? Thank you. 

Dino Otranto: Yes, thanks. I've got Warren Fish here as well who can jump in. Look, essentially the  

co-management agreement we've structured is really the next step of I think the evolution of our relationships 

with First Nations. It's on the back of 20 years of a lot of success. So really the objective there is to continue 

to have mutually beneficial agreements in place as we develop the next range of iron ore mines, particularly 

with PKKP in the Western Areas. Warren, is there anything else you wanted to add? 

Warren Fish: Yes, thanks Dino. I think what it does is it changes the view of some of these relationships 

from being transactional to strategic in nature. It's a different way of looking at partnerships and relationships 

as we look at freeing up more resources into the future. 

Operator: Your next question comes from Chris Drew with Jefferies. Please go ahead.  

Chris Drew: (Jefferies) Thanks, everyone. Good morning. Just a quick question on Gabon. You mentioned 

advancing studies and expediting exploration there. Perhaps just if you could give us a little bit more detail 

on exactly what the studies are that are moving forward and maybe when we might be able to expect a 

resource on that project please?  
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Dino Otranto: Yes, thanks. Great question. The Pilot Production Phase, which is what I mentioned about 

getting our first shipment this calendar year, has allowed us to really understand the terrain, the logistics 

corridor more so and also that we've started to mine without really having a definition done. The first product 

that we're getting is exceptional in nature.  

So we've taken really the risk on definition. That's why we're fast tracking the exploration. We're now operating 

around the clock as of last week and the year now that we've really been on ground has enabled us to train 

a lot more locals in that. Just remembering we've got a three year study period and it's probably going to be 

with the end of FY24 before you see an update on our reserve and resource statement. 

Chris Drew: (Jefferies) Great. Thanks for that. Perhaps the second question for Mark, you mentioned the 

involvement in the Pacific Northwest Clean Hydrogen Hub. Maybe could you give us a little bit of colour on 

how that might evolve and what you are doing there please? 

Mark Hutchinson: Yes, so I think in that regard, we have a number of projects in the United States we're 

looking at. Actually a significant amount of projects we're considering at the moment. Some of them are in 

the Pacific Northwest. So having the hub there is going to help us on the subsidy side with the IRA and also 

with some of the logistics stuff that we're going to need.  

So it plays very well into our strategy in that part of the United States, but we are looking at other projects in 

the United States as well, in the Texas, Arizona region particularly. 

Operator: The next question comes from Robert Stein with CLSA. Please go ahead. 

Robert Stein: (CLSA) Hi guys. Thanks for the opportunity and thanks for hosting us at the visit a couple of 

weeks earlier. A couple ones just on the exploration news that you dropped in the announcement. Just 

wondering if you can give us a feel for how that's currently going, what you're drilling for, any prospective hits 

that you've had? Just wanting to understand the strategy there in terms of what you're trying to target from a 

commodity exposure. I've got another question, thanks.  

Dino Otranto: Thanks Rob, and it was great to have you on site. Your interest in what we're doing is fantastic 

to see. I just want to headline it before I hand over to Nick Nitschke who is here with me. The majority of our 

expense is still centred on the Pilbara for hematite and we're also then using that opportunity to diversify our 

targets in the Pilbara and then Gabon, but for an update on where we’re going with some of other targets, 

Nick.  

Nick Nitschke: Yes. Thanks, Dino. As you touched on, the majority of our focus is still very much iron ore in 

the Pilbara. That capital number also includes the exploration work that we’re expediating in Gabon where 

we continue to get some positive results. From a critical minerals perspective, we’ve got various drill programs 

underway both in Australia and also in Latin America. The primary focus is copper, as well as lithium, and 

we’re also doing some work initially on some of our rare earth prospects within our global portfolio. 
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Robert Stein: (CLSA) Thank you. Just as follow-up, am I to read that the drilling in Brazil is straight from 

lithium and the drilling in Argentina is focused on copper, as you’ve previously talked about on previous calls? 

Then similarly, your non-iron-ore exploration in the Pilbara, what is that targeting? Is that targeting some 

pegmatites given how abundant they are up there? What’s the strategy on that? Thank you. 

Nick Nitschke: From a Pilbara perspective, we have some non-iron tenure through WA and the Pilbara. 

Right now we’re not actively exploring and actively drilling. The work we’re doing in Brazil is focused on our 

rare earth activities and very much Argentina is chasing large porphyries with a focus on copper.  

Operator: Your next question comes from Glyn Lawcock with Barrenjoey. Please go ahead. 

Glyn Lawcock: (Barrenjoey) Good morning. It’s a question for Hutch and maybe Deborah is on the line as 

well, but just interested in when you take these projects to the Board, are you expecting to have the funding 

agreed as well? You talked about 60-40 debt-equity and hopefully having maybe sovereign wealth funds 

lined up on the equity side so there’s minimal call on Fortescue’s balance sheet. Just wondering how that’s 

going and will we see it all as a package? Is that how you expect to be able to give it to the market later this 

month, or later this quarter? 

Mark Hutchinson: Yes. We’re working hard on both the debt and the equity side. We will have a plan in front 

of the Board that outlines what we’re going to do and then between then and financial close we’re going to 

work very hard to get the debt in place. I think the guidelines we’ve given on what our goals are, that 60 per 

cent non-recourse debt, around there, and then selling down between 50 per cent and 75 per cent of the 

equity we will hold to. The timing of that will depend on the deal and the economics of the project, but those 

discussions are ongoing. As soon as we make some decisions along those lines we’ll let you know.  

Glyn Lawcock: (Barrenjoey) Is the interest pretty high? Is there really good interest on both on the debt and 

the equity side from people you talk to, or is it better than you thought, not as much as you thought? Just any 

colour, and regions?  

Mark Hutchinson: Yes. I think again around the world - I was just going to highlight, there are pockets of 

concessionary finance which we are working very hard on. For example, in the United States, there’s funding 

from the Department of Energy, Brazil you have some of the local funders there, the development banks, the 

same in Kenya as well. As I think through funding, the first port of call is those development banks and that 

concessionary financing because obviously it’s going to be better for the projects.  

Generally from the banking sector, I was in New York with Deb and Apple and Dino over the last few weeks, 

the banks, a lot of interest. Again, on the equity side, particularly on the sovereign wealth funds they have 

the capital which they want to invest in this area. They’re very interested in not just the one project, they’re 

interested in the pipeline, which we have, so we continue discussions with them. I feel it’s pretty strong 

actually, at the moment. I’m not getting worried about the funding side at all.  
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Operator: Your next question comes from Cam Hardie with U Ethical. Please go ahead.  

Cam Hardie: (U Ethical) Morning, team. It might be a bigger discussion for a later date but I just wondered 

if you could talk more to ammonia power in terms of reduction of emissions, in particular around increased 

NOx emissions and unburned ammonia, and is there an optimal mix of that ammonia/diesel? Is that that 40 

per cent you’re talking to, Dino, on the train? Then just finally, are there any other trade-offs in using ammonia 

that need to be addressed before you roll it out more widespread? Thanks.  

Dino Otranto: Yes. Great question, Cam. Our target is to get to 100 per cent ammonia-based fuels. The 

NOx offtake is actually part of a solution we’re developing in addition to injector technology for the combustion 

two-stroke engine, so it’s absolutely front and centre. We clearly don’t want to displace carbon in the 

atmosphere and replace it with NOx, so it is certainly part of our objective. The first prize, Cam, is to conquer 

what really no one’s ever been able to do before, is crack the injector into the combustion cell and 40 per 

cent is the first step. We’ve been able to do that, and we’ve had successful ignition and great productivity 

rates. As I said, 100 kilometres pushing uphill is a pretty big achievement. But we’ve got a really good line of 

sight to 100 per cent. 

Mark Hutchinson: Yes. Dino, if I can just add to that because I saw the ship yesterday. The NOx is treated 

through a scrubber and the only thing that is released is nitrogen, water, and air. So, we’re working towards 

100 per cent getting rid of emissions. That was great to see yesterday, so I think the ship is looking in really 

good shape, actually. 

Operator: Your next question comes from Guangshuo Zhang with Guotai Junan Futures. Please go ahead.  

Guangshuo Zhang: (Guotai Junan Futures) Good morning. Two questions from me as well. My first 

question is with regard to the recent excavator accident that happened last weekend in Christmas Creek. Do 

we have any more update on that? Then I will come back with the second question.  

Dino Otranto: Yes. Thanks, Guangshuo. Happy to report there were no injuries and second to that, no 

disruption to any production activities. I can report we did have a safety event where an excavator travelled 

into a ditch that had been recently dug on a bench and that excavator tipped on its side and came to rest on 

a haul truck that was being operated at the time. We’re treating it very seriously, the investigation is underway, 

and we’ll share findings more broadly when the time is right.  

Guangshuo Zhang: (Guotai Junan Futures) That’s very helpful. Thank you. My second question is 

concerning the Chinese buyers. There is also China portside sales to the Shanghai entity and I have noted 

that the profit margins of Chinese steel mills have been deteriorating over the recent months. I’m just 

wondering from the miners’ perspective, do you find any change in their preference of the product mix or 

change in their purchasing pattern for spot cargoes? For example, would they prefer certain products or one 

over the other nowadays? Yes.  
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Dino Otranto: Great question. I’ll headline it and then throw it over to Viv. We see total demand remaining 

quite robust into China with what’s an extremely important business partner for us in Australia, particularly in 

the resource industry, but on the product mix, Viv, do you want to add anything? 

Vivienne Tieu: Yes, I can take that. We’ve seen really strong pig iron production rates over this year. The 

last number was about just under 2.5 million tonnes per day, which is quite strong for the industry. As a result 

we’re seeing low inventory through the supply chain and yes, we’re seeing demand not just from the port 

side but from our traditional contractor side as well. I think given the low steel margins that we are seeing in 

the industry today, there is a preference for lower-grade iron ore which has driven a lot of the price realisation 

outcomes that you see in our results today. Looking forward for the rest of this calendar year, we expect that 

to endure, so a preference for lower-grade iron ore to support profitability of the industry. I hope that answers 

your question.  

Operator: Your question comes from John Tumazos with John Tumazos Very Independent Research. 

Please go ahead. 

John Tumazos: (John Tumazos Very Independent Research) Thank you. We’re all neophytes trying to 

understand these different hydrogen projects. Would they each have a different electrolyser or would there 

be one or two electrolyser designs and would their cost structures vary by capital cost, capacity, the input 

cost of electricity, and tax rate, and otherwise be the same? 

Mark Hutchinson: I could spend a couple of hours on this John. Each of the projects will have different 

electrolysers provided because it does depend in which geography we’re working in. They will have different 

technologies as well; some will have PEM, some will have alkaline technology, so we’re working with both 

technologies. This is very much at the early start of the industry so I view this as very much as though - the 

start of the wind turbine industry or the solar industry where there were very early technologies and then over 

time when the industry got scale, you really got an amazing amount of innovation. We think that will happen 

over the next few years as the industry develops strongly in both those technologies and there’ll hopefully be 

other technologies as well which are developed.  

Quite rightly so, the power price is actually really important. Really, if you think about what we’re trying to do 

around the world, particularly longer term, is looking where we can source very cheap sources of power, 

because the power input into the economics is really important, but so are the incentives from various 

governments. The IRA in the United States, John, as you know, that’s the major benefit to the projects and 

as is the Hydrogen Headstart in Australia, as is the H2 Global in Europe. These schemes do play an important 

part, particularly at the early start of this industry, in making sure that we can get the projects off the ground 

and make them economic.  
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John Tumazos: (John Tumazos Very Independent Research) Thank you. I’d be happy to give you a 

couple of hours if you want to talk more sometime.  

Mark Hutchinson: Okay. I’ll have to find some time to do that John.  

Operator: Your next question comes from Rurika Imahashi with Nikkei. Please go ahead.  

Rurika Imahashi: (Nikkei) Hello. Good morning. Thank you for the call today. The bilateral relationship 

between Australia and China is thawing with the Prime Minister set to visit China next week. What is your 

take on the stabilisation of bilateral ties and will it further accelerate your business collaboration with Chinese 

companies such as on hydrogen? Thank you. 

Dino Otranto: Hutch, why don’t I open and then if you wanted to add to what you’re seeing in Asia there. 

We’re really encouraged, Rurika, around the change of relationships we’re seeing now at a federal level with 

China. I think that bodes exceptionally well for the resource industry for decarbonisation and some of the 

hydrogen projects that we spoke about. As I stated before, that relationship is really critical as it matures and 

actually starts spitting out different types of not-just-resource-based opportunities.  

Mark Hutchinson: Yes. I have nothing to add on that Dino. I think that summarises it very well. 

Operator: Thank you. Your next question comes from Giles Parkinson with RenewEconomy. Please go 

ahead.  

Giles Parkinson: (RenewEconomy) Hi. Thanks for taking the questions. I’ve got a couple. Mark, can you 

just describe a bit more about the technology that you’re manufacturing now at Gladstone? Just to remind us 

a bit, or any more details you can tell us about it, where it’s come from, has it come from one of those 

companies that you’ve had extra interest in, has it come from in-house developments?  

Mark Hutchinson: Yes. We’re developing PEM technology at the Gladstone facility and that will be our first 

technology. We have developed this ourselves. We bought a company some time ago called Ionix which had 

some of the early technology and then the team have done an amazing job of actually developing that over 

the last 18 months, where we have the IP for our own PEM technology and more importantly, also all the 

balance of plant that goes with that.  

Giles Parkinson: (Renew Economy) Okay. You said you’re going to be using this into the Headstart 

program. Is that like an essential - is that an advantage to have a homegrown technology and homegrown 

manufacturing there? Are you just bidding one project into the Hydrogen Headstart program? It’s probably 

an easier answer for a little tag-on question to that, were you a bidder in the South Australian Hydrogen Jobs 

tender, the results of which were announced this week?  
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Mark Hutchinson: Yes. We are still working through what we’re going to do on the Headstart but more than 

likely we’ll put a number of projects through that. We believe totally that being the only manufacturer of 

Australian electrolysers that that should bode will with our application, so absolutely.  

Yes, we were one of the bidders on South Australia and I think that’s a great project for the Government 

down there. We encourage them very much in what they’re trying to do to create an industry in Australia so 

we’ll continue to work with the government. There’s lots of other things to do in South Australia so looking 

forward to working with them. 

Operator: Your next question comes from Josh Chiat with Stockhead. Please go ahead.  

Josh Chiat: (Stockhead) Hi, guys. How are you doing? Just on a couple of things. We’re just interested in 

an update on the Midwest Sinosteel study that you were going through, that got announced that you guys 

were involved in a little while back.  

Then the second one just on Belinga. I saw that there were comments about the studies but nothing on the 

2 million tonne target, so I was wondering if you were still planning to deliver that 2 million tonne target this 

year and potentially when the resource might be released to the market there.  

Dino Otranto: Yes, Josh. Great questions. Obviously, our key focus is getting our own magnetite process 

plant up and running. That then gives us really good data and synergies to continue to evaluate opportunities 

like the Sino project. There’s no doubt it’s a substantial ore body that we have a lot of interest in.  

Back onto Gabon, two million tonnes as we indicated before. Look, that number was put out there as a marker 

to understand the supply chain, particularly the logistics corridor, can it be done and then building the 

connections with the communities that we’re doing. That number currently we’re forecasting about 100,000 

to 200,000 tonnes on an annualised basis, so I think it will be around those types of low numbers. Like I said 

to you, it’s really for us to understand what the bigger project could look like, Josh.  

Operator: Your next question comes from Nick Evans with The Australian. Please go ahead.  

Nick Evans: (The Australian) Good day, guys. Just a couple from me. Dino, I just wonder if you could talk 

us through what’s actually going wrong at Iron Bridge at the moment. I know that there was obviously some 

talk about the analyst presentation but there’s only a slide pack to really look at for that, and some 7 million 

tonnes down to 5 million is close to a 30 per cent downgrade for the year, so I’m still looking for a little detail 

in terms of that.  

Secondly, on Gabon. This week the US Government formally declared the change of government to be a 

coup d'état and I’m just wondering what Fortescue is doing to I guess anticipate any potential reputational or 

sovereign risks that come out from the fact given that non-humanitarian aid has been suspended to Gabon 
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and calls for it to return to a democratic system of government growing a little bit louder from the US and 

allies.  

Dino Otranto: Thanks, Nick. Let me touch on Gabon first. We see that to be a non-violent coup that took 

place with a government that’s been in place for a couple of generations. The new government has committed 

to full and democratic election process in the ensuing time period and again, we stay committed to the project 

and working closely with all stakeholders in that area, and particularly why we were chosen is around our 

values for flora and fauna protection and biodiversity and forest protection, and that will be front and centre 

of any timeline that we have to develop the project.  

On Iron Bridge, it is a fantastic project. Capital intensity is half the amount that other projects have installed 

in the area. Technically, it works. We installed US$500 million worth of a stake on process to prove the design 

and de-risk it, which has now come through. The project team delivered the capital intensity numbers as we 

were projecting, and as we’ve indicated, this will be a back-ended S-curve ramp up over 24 months. It is 

more complex than we have in other operations in the Pilbara and we stay absolutely on track. In fact, we’re 

ahead of the commissioning curve for some of the unit operations than we were planning to be. Nick, great 

question.  

Operator: Your next question comes from Peter Milne with WAtoday. Please go ahead.  

Peter Milne: (WAtoday) Yes, thanks. One for you, Mark. The five FIDs that you plan to do over the next nine 

weeks, I just want some clarity on what you mean by, FID. Conventionally, it’s a total commitment of the 

capital and corporate resource required to complete a project. Is that what we’re looking at for these five FIDs 

by December? 

Mark Hutchinson: Yes, 100%. Yes, absolutely.  

Operator: Your next question comes from Lyndon Fagan with JP Morgan. Please go ahead. 

Lyndon Fagan: (JP Morgan) Thanks a lot. Just a quick follow up on Iron Bridge. Can you please confirm 

that there are no costs being capitalised this year? Then, also, out of your capex budget, are you able to sort 

of give us an update on what you’ve allocated to Iron Bridge this year? Thanks. 

Dino Otranto: Yes. Lyndon, just to clarify, major project capital is now over. The sustaining capital piece will 

continue now, as you’d expect with any project as it carries over. But the actual numbers are the difference 

between sustaining capital. I don’t have details on hand with me but Apple is there something we can 

reference? I’d say we take that on notice, but it’s certainly within the US$2.8 billion to US$3.2 billion we’ve 

guided at a portfolio level, anyway.  

Operator: Your next question comes from Lachlan Shaw with UBS. Please go ahead. 
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Lachlan Shaw: (UBS) Yes. Thanks, everyone, for taking the follow up question. I just wanted to touch quickly 

on the Fortescue Energy side - again, this is one for Hutch - and just on cost of capital. So, clearly cost of 

debts have risen for everyone a lot in the last two years. I’m just wondering how - are you seeing impacts of 

that in terms of appetite from funding? Then, secondly, are you seeing impacts of that in terms of potential 

off taker interest as well? Thank you. 

Mark Hutchinson: Yes, we’re working through all of that on all the projects, and it does vary by location. I 

think on the debt side, I’d say, no, I haven’t seen any difference in the interest for the project side. There’s a 

lot of interest out there from the lending community. As I said, we also working on concessional financing in 

certain areas as well. On the offtake side - look, I think what we’re doing here is developing a brand new 

market globally and many of the buyers have their own decarbonisation plans which are coming at them 

pretty quickly. This is why our belief is that ultimately the benchmark for green hydrogen will be different than 

grey. The buyers have a big interest to make sure they reach their target, so - yes, the change in interest 

rates, it’s had some impact on the economics, but we’re working through all that and we still believe we can 

get to our target. 

Operator: Your next question comes from Robert Stein with CLSA. Please go ahead. 

Robert Stein: (CLSA, Analyst) Hi, guys. Thanks for the follow up opportunity. Just leveraging off Lachie’s 

question earlier on the call around the MoU with PKKP, more broadly at your mines, are you seeing co-

development models make major changes to mine plans? Just noting you talked about it on your site tour 

about a year ago, just looking for an update on how that’s impacting mine plans, noting that we went to a 

rival’s mine close to your tour and saw the impact that some of that heritage work can have on mine design 

and cost. Thank you. 

Dino Otranto: Thanks. Look, we don’t see our relationships with any First Nations a downside to our mine 

plan at all, and that’s why we consult and have co-management agreements - so we’re actually on the same 

path from day one. So, our current mine plans for the next few years really isn’t impacted whatsoever by any 

downside from heritage or approval access. In fact, to the contrary, we see tonnages coming in in that five 

year horizon, because I think the great work that Warren Fish and the entire team are doing, and particularly 

our sites on the ground, in really having strong relationships that I think outlast, really, sometimes the mining 

activity in that region. So, I don’t see a considerable issue at all - in fact, the contrary, Rob. 

Operator: Your next question comes from Kaan Peker with RBC. Please go ahead. 

Kaan Peker: (RBC) Morning, team. Thanks for the follow up questions. On Iron Bridge, just wondering - the 

second shipment - the timing around that, and is that also going to Formosa? I’ll circle back on energy 

questions next. 
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Dino Otranto: Yes. Thanks, Kaan. Well, we haven’t locked in where it’s going just yet, but it will happen this 

quarter. 

Kaan Peker: (RBC) Thanks. On the energy projects’ FID - for Hutch - in general, could I get maybe an idea 

of the time lag between FID and possibly to first revenue in EBITDA breakeven, and roughly how long do you 

think that in general, the build time for these project would be? Thanks.  

Mark Hutchinson: Yes, so, look, I’d say give yourself - well, between FID and financial close, we’re hoping 

that a year would be sufficient. We want to move very quickly on these projects and then the construction 

phase is probably a two year period, I’d say. So, we will look to be in production in late ’26, ’27 on some of 

these projects. Then we move in to making revenue after that. Look, and that’s all we see at the moment. 

We’re going to move as fast we can to make green hydrogen.  

Operator: Thank you. There are no further questions at this time. I’ll now hand back to Mr Otranto for closing 

remarks. 

Dino Otranto: Well, thank you, all, for joining us today for the release of the Q1 results. I hope people took 

away that there’s real progress along the three verticals of our green energy, technology and underpinned 

by a strong quarter of results in the Metals business, so we look forward to speaking with you all at the next 

opportunity. Thank you. 

Operator: That does conclude our conference for today. Thank you for participating. You may now 

disconnect. 

[END OF TRANSCRIPT] 

 


